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Streamline® OVA8® High Pressure Power Pole a unique high 
pressure configuration for the OVA8® Poles but for high 
pressure cleaning, enabling users to clean up 42ft with 
4000psi 276bar. 

Because of the anti-spin pole section on the Streamline™  
OVA8® pole, the oval shaped clamps work less due to only  
having to prevent the pole sections from moving up or down. 
The pole offers more rigidity and better control, as the two  
flat sides sits more comfortably in an operator’s hand and  
allow the tips of their fingers to sit on the flat edge.

Hand Ergonomics

Save Money On Additional Equipment
This product is really a cost-effective cleaning solution. It  
eliminates the need for additional cleaning equipment, such  
as ladders or scaffolding, which can be costly and  
time-consuming. Overall, the Streamline™ Power Pole is an  
excellent investment for anyone who needs a reliable and  
efficient cleaning tool for hard-to-reach areas.

Build with high quality arbon fibre and stainless  
components, the pole can withstand heavy use and  
rugged durability which supportslong lasting investment  
into another Streamline™ product.

A very easy adjustable pole with high pressure adaption 
allows for operator to clean hard to reach area with ease 
and with the comfortable handle design, support user 
with reducing fatigue and strain on arms and back during 
extended cleaning operations.

Premium Components

Easily Adjustable

®

Pole Material Carbon Composite (100% Carbon, except glass fibre handle)

Number of Sections: 4 5 6 8

Minimum Length: 2000mm 2070mm 2280mm 2320mm

Achievable Height: 25ft 29ft 33ft 42ft

Weight 4.28kg 4.62kg 5.02kg 7.2kg

Trigger attached (can be adjusted) with  
hose swivel and quick release fitting

Fitted

High Pressure/Temperature Rating 276bar/100°c

Clamp System OVA8® Clamp 


